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•
THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
March 21, 1996
• .;.. l,.
•
•
The Regents of the University ofNew Mexico met on Thursday, March 21, 1996, in the
Roberts Room of Scholes Hall. A copy of the public notice ofthe meeting is on file in
the Office of the President.
Regents Present:
Penny Taylor Rembe, President
Barbara G. Brazil, Vice President
Eric A. Thomas, Secretary/Treasurer
Arthur D. Melendres
Mary A. Tang
Larry D. Willard
Regents Absent:
J.E. (Gene) Gallegos
(Regent Gallegos participated by telephone conference on the agenda jtem "Action
on Matter Considered in Executive Session on 3/19/96")
Also Present:
Advisors to the Regents
Harry Llull, President, Faculty Senate
Velma Morgan, President, Staff Council
Michelle Polk, President, Alumni Association
Ray Sharbutt, President, Graduate and Professional Students Association
Alberto Solis, President, Associated Students of UNM
Members of the Administration, the media and others
Absent:
Wayne Davenport, President, UNM Foundation
*******
Regent President Penny Taylor Rembe called the meeting to order at 1 p.m.
*******
EXECUTIVE SESSION -- STUDENT ApPEAL PURSUANT TO SECTION 10-15-1-H.(4) NMSA
1978, AND PENDING/THREATENED LITIGATION PURSUANT TO SECTION 10-15-1-H.(7),
NMSA, 1978 (MARCH 11, 1996)
The Regents met immediately following the March 11, 1996 organizational meeting on a
student appeal pursuant to Section 1O-15-I-H.(4) NMSA 1978, and pending/threatened
litigation pursuant to Section 1O-15-1-H.(7) NMSA 1978. The Regents who were present
at the March 11 Executive Session (Brazil, Rembe, Tang & Thomas) attest that the only
items discussed were the student appeal and pending/threatened litigation as noticed.
*******
EXECUTIVE SESSION-- LIMITED PERSONNEL MATTERS PURSUANT TO SECTION 10-15-1-
H.(2) NMSA 1978 (MARCH 19, 1996)
The Regents met on March 19, 1996 regarding limited personnel matters pursuant to
Section 10-15-1-H.(2) NMSA 1978. The Regents who were present at the March 19
Executive Session (Brazil, Gallegos, Melendres, Rembe & Tang) attest that the only
items discussed were limited personnel matters as noticed..
*******
ADOPTION OF AGENDA
Regent Arthur D. Melendres moved adoption of the agenda. Regent Eric A. Thomas
seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
PUBLIC INPUT REGARDING ITEMS ON THE AGENDA
Regent President Rembe called the names of the individuals who had signed up for public
input. Some individuals tried to address the Board, but were unable to do so due to noise
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•
made by other people in the audience.
*******.
•
•
The meeting was recessed due to disruption by individuals in the audience protesting the
proposed tuition increase. During the recess, Vice President for Student Affairs Eliseo
Torres addressed the protestors and informed them they were violating University policy.
UNM Chief of Police Kathleen Guimond also addressed the group and informed them
they were violating state law and that if they continued to be disruptive, they would be
subject to arrest. Those who continued to be disruptive and refused to leave were
arrested. The meeting resumed at 1:50 p.m.
*******
PUBLIC INPUT REGARDING ITEMS ON THE AGENDA
Public Input resumed and approximately 20 individuals addressed the Board opposing the
tuition increase.
*******
ADMINISTRATIVE REpORT --UNM PRESIDENT RICHARD E. PECK
University President Richaql E. Peck deferred his report to the next Board meeting.
*******
COMMENTS FROM REGENTS' ADVISORS
Harry Llull. President. Faculty Senate
Professor Llull had no comments.
Velma Morgan. President. Staff Council
Ms. Morgan introduced the president-elect for the Staff Council, Terry Wood.
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Alberto Solis. President. Associated Students of UNM
Mr. Solis said he did not think the disruption which occurred earlier in the meeting was
productive or effective. He addressed the students at the meeting and encouraged them to
continue their involvement with the administration and regents regarding the-tuition
process and other issues of concern to them. Mr. Solis asked the students not to chastise
their representative so quickly because these students put in a lotof time and effort to
represent them and their views. He also encouraged them to utilize their resources and to
work with their representative regarding their concerns.
Ray Sharbutt. President. Graduate and Professional Students Association
Mr. Sharbutt introduced the candidates who are running in the GPSA election.
•
Mr. Sharbutt said he believes it is important to recognize that GPSA members are getting
involved and applauded their efforts. He said GPSA extended an open invitation to any
student who wanted to participate in the tuition process. Mr. Sharbutt noted that two of
the students who were arrested were extended personal invitations to participate, but they
did not have the time to get involved. He encouraged the students to attend the GPSA
meetings and to submit their names to work on the Tuition Enrollment Subcommittee.
Mr. Sharbutt said students need to be involved, but they need to be involved from the •
very beginning of the process. He said the worst thing that happened today was those
students who shouted down others in the audience who wanted to speak. Mr. Sharbutt
told the students that if they expect people to listen to them, then they have to be willing
to listen to other people as well.
Mr. Sharbutt said GPSA is in the process of filing its final report on the Student Research
Allocation Committee.
Michelle Polk. President. Alumni Association
Ms. Polk deferred her comments to the next meeting because of the long agenda.
******* .
SURPLUS PROPERTY DISPOSITION -- LIST DATED 3/8/96
Regent Larry D. Willard moved approval to dispose of the property listed on the Surplus
Property Disposition List dated 3/8/96. Regent Barbara G. Brazil seconded the motion.
4 •
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Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
In response to an inquiry by Regent Mary A. Tang, University President Peck said once -
the items have been declared surplus property, the University holds periodic auctions to
sell these items. He said that anybody can attend the auctions.
A copy of the Surplus Property Disposition List Dates 3/8/96 is hereby made a part of
these minutes as Exhibit A.
*******
1996/1997 Employee Compensation Change
Tuition Fee Recommendations
Vice President Mc Kinney explained that these recommendations have been reviewed by
the UNM Planning Council, the President's Executive Cabinet and the Finance and
Facilities Committee.
Budge Director Julie Weaks explained the recommendations for changes in tuition
and fee rates as follows:
increase student tuition and fee rates as follows:
•
•
-.
•
resident undergraduate, resident graduate, non-resident undergraduate and non-
resident graduate by 3.7% ($74.40 per year);
resident and non-resident law and medical by 10%;
UNM Gallup resident by 3.7%, non-resident by 3.1%; UNM Los Alamos resident
by 3.7%, non-resident by 3.4%; UNM Valencia resident by 3.4%, non-resident by
2.7%, UNM Taos resident by 3.4%, non-resident by 2.7% and out-of-district by
3.7%.
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Ms. Weaks that the Commission on Higher Education initially approved the start-up •
funding for the Pharm D program by incorporating a tuition and fee rate of $4,213 for
resident Pharm D students into their funding recommendation. The legislature
subsequently reduced this tuition and fee amount to $3,493 when they appropriated start-
up funds for this program. Thus, it is recommended that the resident tuition and fee level
for Pharm D students be established at $3,493, and that the additional funds generated by
this increase be dedicated to cover start-up costs of the Pharm D degree program. Non-
resident tuition and fees for Pharm D have been increased proportionately with the
resident increase.
Ms. Weaks said there were a number of considerations for tuition and fee
recommendations, including the Regents' Tuition and Fee Policy and the legislatively
imposed 3% tuition credit. For 1996-97, the calculation under the Regents' Tuition and
Fee Policy results in a range of increase for undergraduate, full-time, resident tuition and
fees of between 2.8% and 4.6%, withthe midpoint being 3.7%. The final
recommendation is that the average of the change in the three indices be applied to the
total tuition and fee rate and that no student share increase should be added.
Ms. Weaks said the proposed increase this year is the lowest it has been in a number of
years.
Ms. Weaks explained the recommendations for changes in employee compensation
increase as follows:
employee salaries be increased for the 1996-97 fiscal year by an average of 2%, in
accord with the 2% compensation appropriation that UNM received for
legislatively-funded programs;
.. salaries for employees represented by collective bargaining units be adjusted
according to collective bargaining agreements, within the limits of the 2% overall
average Increase;
• associated fringe benefits costs paid by the University also be increased by 2% as
they related to changes in salary levels of employees;
Ms. Weaks said the formula increases this year in terms of general fund are $2,215,000.
She explained that the University has recently completed a budget reduction exercise in
the 1&0 area with targeted reductions of2% for instructional programs and 4% for non-
instructional programs. For formula 1&0, this targeted amount was $3,497,842 for 1996-
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97. This amount is assumed to be a permanent reduction of the base budget and, thus,
available for reallocation.
_Ms. Weaks said that $2,384,416 is available for Program Improvement Funds and
explained the proposed allocation of these funds.
Vice President Mc Kinney said there is one proposed modification to the recommendation
regarding employee compensation: that the allocation of the 2% to staffbe deferred for
further review by the Finance and Facilities Committee at its April 1 meeting. He also
said there is a recommended deferral on the proposed Program Improvement Funds
allocation regarding the $650,000 designated for staff salary adjustments under UNMPact
for further discussion at the Finance and Facilities Committee meeting.
Regent Melendres explained that the Regents are being asked to approve a 2% average
increase in compensation, which he believes will be approved. However, the explanation
of how that money is going to be allocated to staffwill be explained in detail at the
Finance and Facilities Committee meeting on April 1, along with the $650,000 allocated
for staff salary adjustments, and how that is going to be reallocated to staff in accordance
with UNMPact.
Regent Willard moved to approve a 2% average increase in employee compensation as
has been discussed, with the further definition to be provided at the Finance and Facilities
Committee on April 1. Regent Thomas seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
Regent Willard addressed the students and said that he understands the issues they have
brought before the Board regarding a tuition increase; however, he said he believes the
Regents also understand the responsibility they have to the institution. Regent Willard
moved to increase the tuition and fees 3.7% as recommended. Regent Thomas seconded
the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
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Regent Melendres moved to hear Item VII--Action on Matter Considered in Executive
Session on March 19, 1996. Regent Thomas seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved..
Motion carried.
*******
Regent J.E. (Gene) Gallegos participated on the following agenda item via telephone
conference call.
Regents Thomas and Willard did not attend the Executive Session on March 19, 1996,
and did not participate in the vote on the following agenda item.
*******
ACTION ON MATTER CONSIDERED IN EXECUTIVE SESSION ON MARCH 19,1996
•
Regent Melendres moved that the denial of tenure to Dr. Nabil M.K. Ali be overturned
and that Dr. Ali be granted tenure as an associate professor in the Department of •
Anesthesiology at the University ofNew Mexico School ofMedicine. Regent Melendres
explained that the motion follows the School of Medicine's tenure and promotion
guidelines, which provide that advancement in academic medicine depends on adequate
qualification in three areas: (1) teaching, (2) scholarship/research /creative work and (3)
service and/or administration. The granting of tenure requires established excellence in at
least two of the three aforementioned areas, and at least some level of competence in the
third. Regent Melendres said that the University does not dispute that Dr. Ali established
excellence in teaching and service and/or administration. The Board finds that at least
some level of competence by Dr. Ali in the area of scholarship/research/creative work
exists. Regent Brazil seconded the motion.
Regent Tang said she is opposed to the motion because she agrees with the administration
that there was not the demonstration of scholarly research that is expected at the School
of Medicine.
Regent Gallegos said he believes the Board was surprised to find that the standards set
forth for tenure in the Faculty Handbook differs from the policies of the School of
Medicine, but in his view, under either standard, Dr. Ali is qualified and should be
8
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granted tenure.
Voice vote was taken and motion passed with four Regents voting in favor of the motion
and with Regent Tang dissenting.
Motion carried.
*******
2.5% REDUCTION OF 1995/1996 STATE ApPROPRIATION •.
Vice President Mc Kinney explained this reduction is to accommodate the 2.5% decrease
is the State General Fund Operating Appropriations for FY 1995-96, mandated by House
Bill 785.
Regent Willard moved to approve the 2.5% reduction of 1995/96 state appropriation.
Regent Thomas seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS REOUEST TO ESTABLISH A QUASI-ENDOWMENT
At the request of the Department of Theatre and Dance Department of the College of Fine
Arts and supported by the Dean of the College of Fine Arts and the Provost, a quasi-
endowment is to be established on the books and records of the University ofNew
Mexico to support the design technical program of the Department of Theatre and Dance.
Regent Willard moved approve of the quasi-endowment. Regent Thomas seconded the
motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board memhers unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
9
A copy of the Quasi-Endowment Fund is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit
B.
*******
BOND ISSUANCE INTENT RESOLUTION
Regent Willard moved to approve the Resolution of the Regents of the University ofNew
Mexico declaring, its official intent to reimburse itselfwith the proceeds of a ~ture
taxable or tax-exempt borrowing for certain capital expenditures to be undertaken by the
Regents; identifying said capital expenditures and the funds to be used for such payment;
and providing certain other matters in connection therewith. Regent Thomas seconded
the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
A copy of the Resolution is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit C.
*******
SELECTION OF ARCHITECT FOR RENOVATIONS TO THE EXISTING BOOKSTORE
Regent Willard moved approval of the selection of the architects Garrett Smith Ltd
(Albuquerque, New Mexico) in association with Smith Hinchman and Grylls (Phoenix,
Arizona) for the renovation of the existing bookstore. Regent Thomas seconded the
motion. Vice President Mc Kinney said a presentation on the renovation would be made
at a future meeting.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
UNMH CLINIC RENOVATION AT 1209 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD
The 1209 Clinic project renovates a 20,000 square foot office building owned by
10
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University Hospital, converting it from the Business Center to a primary care clinic and
expansion for the current outpatient pharmacy. The single story concrete building is
located at 1209 University Boulevard on 2.178 acres ofproperty on the west side of
University Boulevard. Approximately 15,000 gsf of space will be reconfigured to create
a primary care clinic designed for patient care and medical student/resident education.
The remaining 5,000 gsfwill house the outpatient pharmacy. HVAC, electrical and
plumbing will be modified to support this project. The project budget is $2.5 million,
funded by hospital revenues. The project is scheduled to begin mid 1996 and be
completed six months thereafter.
UNM's Campus Master Plan has identified potential areas along University Boulevard. as
outpatient sites. The 1209 University Boulevard site is consistent with that long range
plan.
Responding to a question by Regent Thomas, Vice President Mc Kinney said the
University has identified a whole series of issues regarding the Student Health Center and
its relation to the Health Sciences Center. He said a task force including individuals from
the Health Sciences Center, Student Health Center and students will be put together soon
regarding this issue.
Regent Willard moved approval of the UNMH Clinic renovation. Regent Thomas
seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
CENTER FOR POPULAnON HEALTH JOINT POWERS AGREEMENT
The Joint Powers Agreement (JPA) is between the UNM Regents and the Health Policy
Commission (HPC) to facilitate collaboration and coordination between the HPC and the
Center for Population Health with respect to cooperative programs in support ofplanning
and development of health policy for the State ofNew Mexico. The statute governing
joint powers agreements requires approval by the Board ofRegents. This Agreement
shall become effective on March 1, 1996, or upon approval by the Department of Finance
and Administration, whichever is later, and shall terminate on June 30, 1996, unless
terminated pursuant to Paragraph VII of the Agreement.
11
Regent Melendres moved to approve the JPA with the understanding that the Health '.
Sciences Center try to convey to the HPC and the Department of Finance and
Administration that the University would prefer a Professional Services Agreement or
other contract that would outline more specific terms than a JPA. Regent Tang seconded
the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
A copy of the JPA is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit D.
*******
AUTHORIZATION FOR A JOINT POWERS AGREEMENT WITH THE NEW MEXICO
CORRECTIONS DEPARTMENT
Regent Brazil said a Professional Services Agreement has been obtained and eliminated
this item from the agenda.
*******
Regent Tang congratulated the UNM Athletic Department, specifically Head Basketball
Coach Dave Bliss and the UNM Men's Basketball Team for a successful season.
*******
Meeting adjourned at 4:45 p.m.
*******
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ATTEST:
LQ.j~
SecretaryITreasurer
APPROVED:
'.-
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EXHIBIT A
(~
Form B
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
UNM BOARD OF REGENTS
FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE
SURPLUS PROPERTY DISPOSITION LIST DATED 03/08/96
•
For presentation at the Board of Regents meeting on March 21, 1996.
REQUESTED ACTION:
The Regents' Finance and Facilities Committee recommend to the Board of Regents approval to dispose of the
property listed on the Surplus Property Disposition List dated 03.08/96.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
The Surplus Property Disposition List dated 03/08/96 is enclosed.
'.
CONTINGENT UPON
APPROVAL BY THE REGENTS' FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE:
RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL:
"-
~~~-~-e-V
Richard E. Peck
President
March 19, 1996
1::;1
TO:
FROM:
SUBJ:
DATE:
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
MATERIEL MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENTS
Surplus Property / Postal Services
Records Management Center
Fuel Management / Recycling
1128 University Blvd. N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131-3061
David L. Mc Kinney, Vice President for Business and Finance
Bruce Cherrin, Director, Purchasing and Materiel Management
3
Surplus Property List dated %/08/96
March 8, 1996
•
Attached, please find two copies of our most recent list of surplus
property items which require Board of Regents approval for disposal.
We appreciate your assistance in placing this list on the next
meeting agenda.
Thank you .
•
xc: Bill Britton
Vince Trollinger
R: Er'TC.WVE10·:~ ,..... ~ ~~... iA....~ . ~.
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03/0819b
SURPLUS PROPERTY DEPARTI1ENT
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST
ORIGINAL OR
UN~ PROPERTY MODEL SERIAL ACOU ISIT ION ACOU ISITI ON COMMENTS/REASONS FOR
i!E~ lAG ITEM DESCRIPTION/NAME MAi:EiMFG. NUM8ER NUMBER DATE COST DECLARING AS SURPLUS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I 116383 SPECTROPHOTOMETER BECIMMl DBG 14031001133 1976 51.995.00 OBSOLETE/8ROWi
2 156220 WATER BATH FISHER 127 361 1983 $1,109.00 OBSOLETE/8ROKEN
3 60786 SCINTILLATION DETECTOR PACKARD N/A 9044600069 1979 54,755.00 OBSOLETE
4 63788 SPECTROMETER PACKARD N/A 113001 1978 53,085.00 OBSOLETE
5 62822 CHART RECORDER GILFORD 2000 2074 1968 $7,652.58 OBsOLETE/8ROKEN
b 62847 MONOCHROMATOR GILFDRD N/A 336736 196B $2,245.00 08S0LETE /BROKEN
7 16B551 COMPUTER HARD DRIVE ZEN ITH ZF-! 51 52 447DCll78C 1985 51 ,807.00 OBSOLETE
8 182862 CPU COMPUTER ZEN ITH Z-386 72SAF0033 1988 $8.149.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
9 182111 MONITOR NEC JC-1401P3A 6XC00482C 1988 5580.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
10 172571 CPU COI1PUTER ZEN ITH ZF-1S8-42 547DC0049 1986 51,400.00 08S0LETE
II 1607B5 COMPUTER ZENITH ZF-lSI-52 447DCI065C 1985 $1,878.43 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER NEEDED
12 173434 COI1PUTER ZENITH ZW158-43 650CC2133 1987 $1,399.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER NEEDED
13 170268 COI1PUTER ZENITH ZIH58-42 540DD0421 1986 $2,155.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER NEEDED
14 172476 TYPEI/RITER BROTHER EIl85 K51645m 19B6 $620.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER NEEDED
15 178429 CLEAN TOP HOOD SHER N/A 86113802FI 1987 $935.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER NEEDED
16 167703 PRINTER LITOH N/A 014B69 1985 $1,468.00 OBSOLETE
17 182062 CPU COMPUTER IBM '30 721209036 19B8 $2,092.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER NEEDED
18 37115 CURVE TRACER TEKTRONIX N/A 6383 1964 $1,092.23 NO LONGER SERVICEABLE
19 158361 COMPUTER DIGITAL PC350-D IlF007729 1984 $6,136.00 NO LONGER SERVICEABLE
20 161585 110DEl1 RACAL-VADIC VA3451P 401361 1984 $741. 00 NO LONGER SERVICEABLE
21 171471 TYPEIlR1TER BROTHER EI1-85 C51210534 1986 $595.00 NO LONGER SERVICEABLE
22 158156 110 DEll RACAL-VADIC VA3455 404203 19B3 $648.00 NO LONGER SERVICEABLE
23 158370 DISK DRIVE SEAGATE TECH N/A 146228 1983 $2,715.00 NO LONGER SERVICEABLE
24 172992 COI1PUTER SUN N/A 608D928 1986 $23,900.00 NO LONGER SERVICEABLE
25 172993 DISK SYSTEI1 SUN N/A 608C185 1986 $13,377 .00 NO LONGER SERVICEABLE
26 112428 DSCILLOSCOPE TEKTRONICS 104 022091 1975 $2,890.00 NO LONGER SERVICEABLE
27 184m COI1PUTER ZENITH ZDH-1217-AO 716CC1671 1989 $1,519.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER IN USE
28 170396 INCUBATOR PRECISION 18AR-4 66722 1985 $1,999.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER IN USE
29 178273 COI1PUTER COMPAD N/A 161408280 1987 $4,903.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER IN USE
30 184m COI1PUTER lENI TH lDH-1217 719CD0549 19B7 $1,519.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER IN USE
31 170491 COI1PUTER IBI1 5150 16882455150 1986 $2,226.00 NO LONGER SERVICEABLE
32 185366 110NITOR NEC JC1402HA 82K917537 1989 $589.00 NO LONGER SERVICEABLE
33 182964 CPU COI1PUTER ZENITH lFL-17H2 550EC06B2 1987 $1,349.00 NO LONGER SERVICEABLE
--------------------
SUBTOTAL= $109,523.24
• • •
03/08/96
SURPLUS PROPERTY DEPARTMENT
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST
ORIGINAL OR
UNM PROPERH MODEL SERIAL ACIlUISITION ACIlU ISITl ON COMMENTS/REASONS FOR
ITEM 1A& I1E" DESCRIPTION/NAME MAlE/MFG. NUMBER NUMBER DATE COST DECLARING AS SURPLUS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
34 162494 PRINTER NEe 3550 541542848 1983 52,314.00 NO LONGER SERVICEABLE
35 179579 CPU COMPUTER ZENITH ZF-158-42 708CFOm 1987 51,019.00 NO LONGER SERVICEABLE
36 178316 CPU COMPUTER ZENITH ZF-158-42 632CF0688 1987 51,105.00 NO LONGER SERVICEABLE
37 172211 CPU COMPUTER ZENITH ZF-24l-81 538EF0191 1986 58,284.00 NO LONGER SERVICEABLE
38 182994 COIIPUTER ZENITH ZDF-1217-DY 811CC0600 1988 $1,b8B.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
39 169349 CPU COMPUTER ZENITH ZH51-52 51bDC0681C 1985 $1,443.00 OBSOLETEINor WORKING
40 193133 PRINTER ilP NIA FG1l09336 1991 $2,097.00 OBSOLETEINOT WORKING
41 179693 CPR MANNIKIN LAERDAL NIA NI.A 1987 $528.00 NO LONGER NEEDED
42 173428 COMPUTER ZENITH ZF-158-42 623DHOI07 1986 $I ,699.00 NO LONGER NEEDED
43 173407 COMPUTER PEACH Xl CLONE 7513801 1987 $614.00 NO LONGER NEEDED
44 146167 TERMINAL TELEVI DEO 912C 21065755 1982 $725.00 NO LONGER NEEDED
45 14B525 PRINTER DIABLO 1650 207395 1982 52,685.00 NO LONGER NEEDED
46 201558 COPIER IIACHINE PANASONIC FP1520 DGA25b0279 1993 5995.00 OBSOLETEIINOPERABLE
47 165113 1I0NITOR IB" NIA 0109199 19B3 5540.00 OBSOLETEIINOPERABLE
48 734B2 OSCILLOSCOPE TEKTRONIX NIA 1111123 1971 53,BB8.62 OBSOLETE
49 155m PRINTER EPSON NIA 395B46 1984 5505.00 OBSOLETE
50 159485 OSCILLOSCOPE TEKTRONIX NIA 8374036 19B3 $b,7bO.00 OBSOLETE
51 15948b OSCILLOSCOPE TEKTRONIX 'NIA B374070 1993 $6,760.00 OBSOLETE
52 159487 OSCILLOSCOPE TEKTRONIX NIA B374050 1993 $5,510.00 OBSOLETE
53 174469 conpUTER ZENITH NIA 710AE0653 1987 $3, b91. 00 OBSOLETE
54 175160 CPU COIIPUTER ZENITH NIA 611EE0712 1996 $1,410.00 OBSOLETE
55 l7b67B COIIPUTER IBI1 NIA 2003928 19B7 $2,267.00 OBSOLETE
56 l7bB84 PRINTER DIGITAL NIA TY17311 1997 $581.00 OBSOLETE
57 l7bBB5 PRINTER DI6ITAL NIA m73l0 1997 $581. 00 OBSOLETE
58 IB0536 COIlPUTER JDR NIA NIA 1987 $1,233.00 OBSOLETE
59 180537 COIlPUTER JDR NIA NIA 1997 $1,233.00 OBSOLETE
60 181544 PRINTER APPLE NIA F7210FK 1997 $4,091. 00 OBSOLETE
61 191546 PRINTER APPLE NIA F739100 1999 $4,120.00 OBSOLETE
62 192421 PRINTER DI6ITAL NIA TV-71563 1999 S617 .00 OBSOLETE
63 192m CPU COMPUTER LEADING EDGE NIA 9041634 19B9 $I ,695.00 OBSOLETE
64 194102 CPU COMPUTER LEAD ING EDGE NIA 80614318 1989 Sl,269.00 OBSOLETE
65 194103 CPU COIlPUTER LEADING EDGE NIA 90615063 1989 $1,269.00 OBSOLETE
--------------------
SUBTOTAL= 573,416.62
• • •
03/08196
SURPLUS PROPERTY DEPART !'lENT
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST
ORIGINAL OR
UN!'I PROPERn !'IOOEl SERIAL ACGU ISITl ON ACGU ISITl ON CO!'l!'lENTS/REASONS FOR
1lE!'I TAG ITE" OESCRIPTION/NAnE !'IAKE/!'IFG. NUMBER NUnBER OATE COST DECLARING AS SURPLUS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
66 201302 PRINTER EPSON P641A 4160-007814 1993 $64B.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
67 195292 PRINTER EPSON P641A 4160-007005 1992 $720.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
6B 14190B CONTROL DEFIBRILLATOR PHYSIO LP5 7B47 1980 $1,983.00 OBSOLETE
69 141909 CAROIOTACHO!'lETER PHVSIO LPS 8047 1980 $5,955.00 OBSOLETE
70 148954 DEFIBRILLATOR LIFE pm LPS 12599 NIA $2,009.00 OBSOLETE
71 148955 !'IONITOR LIFE PAKS LPS 13167 NIA $2,009.00 OBSOLETE
72 141907 BA TTERY CHARGER PHYSIO LPS Bm 19BO $1,9B3.00 OBSOLETE
73 158434 NEONATAL oINA!'IAP N/A N/A NI.A 1964 $1, B9S. 00 OBSOLETE
74 14B970 !'ION IT DR NINA!'IP N/A B47-20145 19B2 $1,762.00 OBSOLETE
75 141971 . omETER LONDON N/A R21N24 19B1 $6,020.00 OBSOLETE
76 139736 PROJECTOR SINGER N/A B270 198C' $533.70 OBSOlETE
77 142616 PROJECTOR SINGER N/A 32133H 1961 $599.00 OBSOLETE
7B 142617 PROJECTOR SINGER N/A 34B05H 19B1 $599.00 OBSOLETE
79 145937 PROJECTOR SINGER N/A 34850H 1981 $599.00 OBSOLETE
80 161899 PROJECTOR SINGER N/A 61684 1984 $650.00 08S0LETE
Bl 120151 PROJECTOR SINGER N/A 30mc 1980 $625.00 OBSOLETE
B2 120152 PROJECTOR SINGER M/A 301BOC 19BO $625.00 OBSOLETE
B3 120153 PROJECTOR SINGER 'M/A 34621 19BO $625.00 OBSOLETE
B4 139732 PROJECTOR SINGER M/A 9B67 19BO $533.70 08SoLETE
BS 139734 PROJECTOR SINGER N/A B239 19BO $B33.70 OBSOLETE
B6 B6141 PROJECTOR SINGER M/A 2690 1973 $1,232.60 OBSOLE-TE
B7 93113 PROJECTOR SINGER M/A 1160-00007 1974 $7B3.00 OBSOLETE
BB 93114 PROJECTOR SINGER M/A 1160-00185 1974 $7B3.00 OBSOLETE
89 11124B PROJECTOR SINGER M/A 12521 1976 $755.00 OBSOLETE
90 106762 PROJECTOR SIMGER M/A 7270-8 1976 $575.00 OBSOLETE
91 17B971 CPU CO!'lPUTER lEN ITH M/A 648CF0931 1987 $2,607.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER MEEDED
92 17B973 CPU CO!'lPUTER lENITH M/A 643CC0578 19B7 $1,212.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER NEEDED
93 143073 INTERFACE "VCROm N/A "C128050108 1981 $2,011.90 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER NEEDED
94 165534 CPU COIIPUTER /BII M/A 0936361 1985 $2,826.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER NEEDED
95 178700 CPU CO!'lPUTER lEN ITH lF15B lF15842 1987 $2,207.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER NEEDED
96 177721 conpUTER lENITH IF-158-42 634CF0712 19B6 $1,107.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER NEEDED
97 1B4414 POIlER SUPPL V TRIPPE D"NI 1200 N/A 1989 $950.00 OBSOLETE/DOES NOT WORK
9B 162168 LETTERING !'lACHINE KRDYTVPE 80 130B39 1981 $B75.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
--------------------
SUBTOTAL= 149,131.60
• • •
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SURPLUS PROPERTY DEPARTMENT
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST
ORIGINAL OR
UNf': PROPERlY MODEl SERIAL ACGU ISIII ON ACOU ISIII ON COIlIlENTSIREASONS FOR
ITEIl lAG ITEIl DESCRIPTION/NAME MA~ElMFG. NU~BER NUIlBER DAlE COST DECLARING AS SURPLUS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
99 183522 CDIlPUTER IB~ 30 720012584 1987 SI,313.00 OBSOLETE
100 173097 COIlPUTER IBIl 5150 0993882 1986 $1,908.00 OBSOLETE
101 193839 CDIlPUTER IBM 30 18512001 1992 S2,023.00 OBSOLETE
102 181128 PRINTER EPSON Fl286 11022735 1987 S549.00 OBSOLETE
103 194180 COMPUTER IBM NIA 8512001 1m S2,023.00 OBSOLETE
104 187059 COMPUTER ZEN ITH ZII-248 724AD0380 1987 S2,932.00 OBSOLETE
105 185413 mpUTER COIlPAG N/A 4852AM182313 1989 S3,l9l.00 OBSOLETE
106 185414 1l0mOR NEC JC1402HIIA 821:83291 1989 S902.00 OBSOLETE
107 185973 CPU COIlPUTER COIlPUAOO N/A 0059104 1989 $1 ,889.00 OBSOLETE
108 188623 CPU COMPUTER ZENITH N/A 942CE007553 1989 $1,889.00 OBSOLETE
109 187093 !lO NIT OR ZENITH 1490-2 NIA 1989 S607.00 OBSOLETE
110 193101 CPU COMPUTER IBII 5556 23-10841723 1993 S3,938.00 NOT FUNCTIONAL
111 181443 CPU COMPUTER IBII 5160 64626105160 1987 Sl,435.00 OBSOLETE
112 190057 CPU COIIPUTER IIARATHON 1500 7050 1990 $1,070.00 OBSOLETE
113 181450 CPU COIIPUTER IBII 5160 462283 1987 $1,435.00 OBSOLETE
114 158383 PLOTTER HP 7475A 2325A-09188 19B4 $1,326.00 OBSOLETE
115 161584 "ODEll RACAL-VAOIC Vh3451 401358 19B4 $741.00 OBSOLETE
116 IB8621 CPU COIlPUTER ZENITH ZBV-2526 942CE007552 1990 S2,418.00 OBSOLETE/NOT IiORKING
117 IB8622 CPU COIIPUTER ZENITH ZBV-2526 924CE007551 1990 S2,41B.00 OBSOLETE/NEEDS REPAIRS
118 166540 COIlPUTER DIGITAL N/A IiF4B769 19B4 Sl,638.00 OBSOLETE/NEEDS REPAIRS
119 166513 [O!lPUTER RAINBOIi N/A IIF56261 1984 51,638.00 OBSOLETE/NEEDS REPAIRS
120 16165B COMPUTER RAINBOW N/A ZG03687 19B5 53,162.00 OBSOLETE/NEEDS REPAIRS
121 166455 PRINTER DIGITAL N/A 534130 1984 Sl,322.00 OBSOLETE/NEEDS REPAIRS
122 IB3060 COIlPUTER DIGITAL N/A IIF616B4 • 19B8 $1,450.00 OBSOLETE/NEEDS REPAIRS
123 103942 SCINTIlLATION OECl'IfAN LSI00C 1000650 1915 SB,OOO.OO OBSOLETE/NO LONGER NEEDED
124 144209 OSCILLOSCOPE NICOLET 204 79965 19BO S9,515.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
125 171605 POIIER SUPPLY GLASSIlAN 50P6 "077130 19B6 $2,44B.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
126 170358 ION PUIlP CONTROL PERkIN-ELIIER N/A 260341 19B6 $2,250.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
127 159456 POWER SUPPLY NJE TR362 1427-23 NIA $501.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
12B 41525 OSCILLOSCOPE TEKTRONI X NIA 515A8920 1966 S875.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
129 159287 CPU COIlPUTER APPLE NIA 245076 1983 $1,050.00 OBSOLETE/BROkEN
130 174493 OSCILLOSCOPE TEKTRONll R7B44 B151749 1986 S15,550.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
131 164800 CENTRIFUGE TRIAC 0200 N/A 1985 $897.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
--------------------
SUBTOTAL= $85,103.00
• • •
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
132 164789 VACUUII nACHINE STEAIIEX N/A 70005B 1985 $1 .295.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
133 IB0837 DRYER nACHINE I:ENnORE N/A b4051 1988 $549.00 OBSOLETE/NOT WORKING
134 185235 COPIER nACHINE CANON 3n 537G515331 1990 $1,090.00 08S0LETE/NOT WORKING
135 125m PAPER SHREDDER CUPltllNS N/A 171080 197B $1,309.10 OBSOLETEfNOT WORKING
I3b 200BOI CO!lPUTER ZENITH lDS&25NL 435 1993 U,b30.00 NOT NEEDED BY DEPT.
137 200802 COPIPUTER ZENITH ZDS&25NL 1032 1993 U,b30.00 NOT NEEDED BY DEPT.
138 200B03 COnpUTER ZENITH ZDS625NL 1030 1993 U,B7&.00 NOT NEEDED BY DEPT.
139 203505 "V PASSENGER CAR CHEvROLET SEDAN IGIJC5444P73411BB 1993 $8,317.00 TOO COSTLY TO REPAIR
140 169252 HOIIOllnETER ANALYZER RAillOPlETER osn 2b 47R37N14 1985 $6,915.00 OBSOLETE/NO LONGER NEEDED
141 NiA nODULAR OFFICE 6E CAPITAL m60 IBO&30 1995 $5,500.00 NO LONGER NEEDED
142 N/A "ODULAR OFF ICE 6E CAPITAL 24X&0 IBom 1995 $5,500.00 NO LONGER NEEDED
143 37309 CHAtlBER HIGH ALTITUDE GENERAL THERMO N/A 1008 1%4 $2,195.00 OBSOLETE
144 94820 CONTROLLER TAPE nOHAWI: N/A 2011 1974 $4,998.40 OBSOLETE
145 190241 conpUTER APPLE 957202& E93B933115880 E93B933P15BBO $909.00 OBSOLETE
146 95267 TYPEWRITER IBtI N/A 25324&7 1975 $530.00 BROKEN
147 186353 TERIIINAL DIGITAL DSRvB-A AG913CFCB2 19B9 $3,57B.00 BROKEN
148 166232 CPU CO/1PUTER ZENITH .lW-151-52 508DF0727C 1985 $2,499.00 BROKEN
149 184996 "ON ITOR NEC JC-1401P3A 77D03B89J 19B9 $5BO.00 08S0LETE
150 1727&1 CPU COI1PUTER ZENITH ZF-15B-42 53000672 1985 $1,300.00 OBSOLETE
151 167171 COI1PUTER IBn 5150 ObBB829 1985 $1,908.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
152 17737B ConpUTER ZENITH IF-15B-42 &23DHO&12 1987 $1 ,09B.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
153 183472 PRINTER EPSON FH86E 12043792 19BB $569.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
154 IB3655 PRINTER EPSON LOI000 19044232 19B8 $b90.00 OBSOLETE/BROKEN
155 lB5501 CPU conpUTER ZENITH lDF -1217 841CH005960 19B9 $2,2b4.00 OBSOLETE
156 172699 TYPEWRITER BROTHER EnB5 L51724bB7 19B& $b%.OO OBSOLETE
157 162724 TERI1INAL TI 931 38&4240036 19B5 $),295.00 08S0LETE
158 170895 CDnpUTER ZENITH ZF-15B-42 S520J0324 1986 Sl ,405.00 OBSOLETE
159 170896 CDnpUTER ZENITH N/A 551DC0308 19B& Sl ,413.00 08S0LETE
16~ 186738 COIlPUTER lENITH ZDH-1217-DE 93BCH0055Bb 1990 $),182.00 OBSOLETE
161 188351 conpUTER ZENITH ZDH-1217-DE 938CH005513 1990 S1,3&1.00 OBSOLETE
162 190595 conpUTER IBn 555X 010699 1991 $2,4b4.00 OBSOLETE
163 190946 COIlPUTER IBn 8555-U31 AN095AB555 1991 $2,349.00 OBSOLETE
164 191921 conpUTER ZENITH znp-212X2 041DH003457 1991 $1,368.00 DBSOLETE
--------------------
~
SUBTOTAL= $17,6'16.10
• • •
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
165 1919~6 COMPUTER IBi'I 8555-T61 AN095A55551 1991 $2,699.00 OBSOLETE
166 195910 COI1PUTER CASTELLE N/A 03203804 1992 $660.00 8ROKEN
167 147114 VOLTAGE RES SOLA 23-25-215 B1H 1982 $629.00 08S0LETE
168 156659 CASSETTE RECORDER SONY BVU-800 moo 1983 $11,500.00 OBSOLETE
169 154287 VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER SONY VO-5600 10426 19B2 $1,946.00 OBSOLETE
170 156655 CASSETTE RECORDER SONY BVU-800 14475 1983 $11,000.00 OBSOLETE
171 157240 CASSETTE RECORDER SONY BVU-820 10m 19B3 $17,000.00 OBSOLETE
172 154490 VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER SONY BVU-BOO 12861 1983 $11,942.00 OBSOLETE
173 156bSa CASSETTE RECORDER SONY BVU-BOO 14152 1983 $11,500.00 OBSOLETE
174 154291 COLOR TELEVISION RCA JD975WU 948627931 1982 $504.00 BROKEN
175 171304 TV CAI1ERA IKEGAIlI ITL-56 0197 1985 $3,400.00 OBSOLETE
176 162691 TELEPROMPTER MONITOR DIGURSION N/A N/A 1985 $2,995.00 OBSOLETE
177 137524 TYPEWRITER m B95 4&138&5-07 1979 $745.00 OBSOLETE
178 173395 COMPUTER APPLE M2503 BCG9GR 19B7 $1,&89.00 OBSOLETE
179 154945 TERMINAL TELEVIDEO 950 7301&2BO 19B4 $2,&00.00 OBSOLETE
180 197931 CPU COMPUTER ELECUT IVE 38&5125 197931 1993 $1,023.00 08S0LETE/CANNIBALIZED
181 197903 MONITOR MA6ITRONIC ~V1400 204402188 1993 $1,242.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
182 197910 CPU COIlPUTER TUTOR 7004P M7004018760 1993 $1,242.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
183 174418 CPU COMPUTER LEADING EDGE DC2Ol0 &104574 1987 $2,301.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
184 184B40 CPU COMPUTER IBII 8530-021 23-1421145 1989 $1,714.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
185 192109 CPU COMPUTER ACER 915VII A9150004BOI-A 1992 $1,838.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
1B6 N/A CPU COIlPUTER LEADIN6 EDGE DC2010 &1045474 1987 $2,301.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
187 181922 TERMINAL TELEX 191 122231 19BB $907.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
1BB 1B6m CPU COIlPUTER DATA BBTURBO 0573B& 19B9 $1,400.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
189 192137 CPU COI1PUTER RI6HTPOINT N/A 302730 1992 $1,272.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
190 192169 CPU COI1PUTER ACER 110051 AliSI004221A 1991 $2,5&3.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
191 199040 CPU COI1PUTER UTRON 38&2551 UTRON9040 1993 $799.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
192 196122 CPU COIlPUTER DRC B03B&S125 150B94 1993 $&OB.OO OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
193 192i36 CPU COI1PUTER ACER 915VII A990000323 1992 $1,481.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
194 192130 CPU COI1PUTER ACER 915VII A990000m 1992 $1,481.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
195 197907 CPU COtlPUTER TUTOR I1V1400 204402194 1993 $1,242.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
196 184B35 CPU COIlPUTER ZEN ITH ZDHI217DF B19CH1221 1989 $1 ,313.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
197 18B1BO CPU COIlPUTER EPSON N/A 0252053994 1991 $2,442.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
--------------------
~
SUBTOTAL: $107,978.00
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
198 174351 CPU COMPUTER lIY5E N/A 1401002293 19B8 Sl, 598.00 OBSDLETE/CANNIBALIZED
m 196m CPU COMPUTER AII/GA A2000 HKOO18951 1993 $1,692.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
200 160315 PRINTER EP50N FX286 D5037B40 19B6 $556.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
201 N/A 1I0NITOR SA~SUNG CI'I4531 90702628 1989 $3,640.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
202 164915 PRINTER IBK 5152002 0906113 19B4 $563.00 OBSOLETE/CANNiBALIZED
203 197937 CPU COMPUTER UTRJN 214S 079291660 1993 Sl ,083.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
204 192176 CPU COMPUTER ACER 1l00SX Al15X004187A 1991 $2.563.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
205 197918 CPU COMPUiER TUTOR 7004P 117004018760 1993 $1,242.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
206 192168 CPU COIIPUTER ACEi 1l00SX Al15X004185A 1991 52,563.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
207 192111 CPU COIIPUTER ACER 915Vll A9150004808A 1992 Sl,498.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
208 192165 CPU COMPUTER ACER 1100SX AllSX004215A 1991 $2,563.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
209 192168 CPU COMPUTER ACER 1l00SX AllSX0041B5A 1991 $2,563.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
210 IB1927 liON ITOR TELEX 191 122077 1988 $907.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
211 IB1924 1I0NITOR TELEX 191 122175 19BB $907.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
212 196123 CPU COIIPUTER DRC B0396SX25 150B97 1993 $60B.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
213 196124 CPU COMPUTER DRC 803B6SX25 IIB150891 1993 $600.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
214 186434 CPU COIIPUTER AST AS1386 TlIP50033B2 1991 $7,625.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
215 181913 pORTcornROcLER I8~ 314101R 2m8 19B8 $B,365.00 OBSOLETE/CANNiBALIZED
216 181914 "ODEll GANOOLF LDII409 A006732 1988 $B47.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
217 160209 COI1PUTER IBII 5150 636834 19B6 $2,400.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
21B 147250 TERl1iNAL TEL.EVIDEO 912C 21067454 1981 $64B.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
219 16018b COMPUTER RIION NIA 140251 1983 51 ,B20.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
220 150165 1I0DEI1 mON N/A 140252 19B1 $5,640.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
221 1B4836 COI1PUTER 1I0NITOR ZEh!TH ZVI1-1330 B26NE0129TOT 19B9 $1,313.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
222 181930 TERI1INAL TElEl 191 1222BO 19B8 $907.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
223 lB1931 TERI1INAL TElEX 191 122244 1988 $907.00 OBSOLETE/CANNI8ALIZED
224 181933 lERlIlNAL TELEX 191 122371 19B8 5907.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
225 IB1926 paINTER I1EI10REX 21141 410909B 19B8 52,5B9.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
226 177865 IlllNITOR IB!! 6300394 Y32B53 19B7 $629.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
227 181929 PilINTER ftEIIGREX 21141 4111294 1988 $2,:189.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
22B 181923 URI1INAL TElEX HI 122285 19BB $907.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
229 IB1932 TERI1I NAL TELEI 191 12223B 1988 $907.00 OBSOLETE/CANNIBALIZED
--------------------
SUBTOTAL= 541,136.00
GRAND TOTAL= $4B3, 9B4. 56
~\
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EXHIBITB
e
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
REQUEST TO ESTABLISH A QUASI-ENDOWMENT FUND
REQU ESTING COLLEGE/SCHOOL:
REQUESTING DEPARMENT:
REQUESTED BY:
SUGGESTED FUND TITLE:
INITIAL DEPOSIT:
SOURCE OF FUNDS:
FUND PURPOSE (GENERAL):
College of Fine Arts
Theatre and Dance Department
Jim Linnell, Department Chair
Design Technical Program Endowment
$ 100 ,000
Insurance claim #95-0104 from damage to costumes
on 07/24/95.
(IF ADDITIONAL SPACE IS REQUIRED, PLEASE ATTACH)
To support the production of Theatre and Dance programs
and events.
(IF ADDITIONAL SPACE IS REQUIRED, PLEASE ATTACH)
epLEASE ATTACH A STATEMENT OF ALL ADMINISTRATlVE GUIDELINES (I.e., AWlI'd Recipient Selection criteria, specific uses of
endownent income, etc.,
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I/WE ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE REQUESTED FUND WILL BE INVESTED AND INCOME DISTRIBUTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO "INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT POLICY", ADOPTED IN 1989 AND PERIODICALLY
AMENDED THEREAFTER.
AS A QUASI·ENDOWMENT, WITHDRAWALS OF PRINCIPAL MAY BE ALLOWABLE ONLY UPON THE APPROVAL OF THE REGENTS
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO.
ACKNOWLEDGED:
COLLEGE/SCHOOL APPROVAL:
eREGENT APPROVAL:
(DEAN/DIRECTOR IGNATURE)
(DATE)
(DATE)
(DATE)
QSENDFRM
26-Fel>96
• THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW :MEXICO
THE THEATRE & DANCE DESIGN TECHNICAL PROGRAM
ENDOWMENT
QUASI ENDOW:MENT GUIDELINES
At the request of the Department of Theatre and Dance Department of the College of Fine Arts
and supported by the Dean of the College ofFine Arts and The Provost, a quasi-endowment is to
be established on the books and records of the University of New Mexico to support the design
technical program ofthe Department ofTheatre and Dance. The endowment will be administered
in accordance with the following guidelines:
1. The endowed fund shall be designated on the books and records of the University of New
Mexico as The Theatre and Dance Design Technical Program Endowment.
•
•
2. Initial funding of the Endowment shall come from an allocation of $100,000 from the
insurance claim for fire damage to costumes in storage in the Fine Arts Complex during the
renovation of the Fine Arts performance facilities. In the future, gifts received from private
donations for support of the Theatre and Dance productions may be added to the Endowment
corpus.
3. The Endowment will be established as a quasi-endowment at the request of the Department of
Theatre and Dance with the support of the Dean of the College ofFine Arts and the Provost and
with the approval of the Regents of the University of New Mexico. As a quasi-endowment,
principal may be withdrawn only upon the approval of the Regents of the University of New
Mexico at the request of the Dean ofthe College ofFine Arts.
4. The principal of the Endowment shall be included in the Consolidated Investment Fund of the
University and be managed in accordance with the Regents' Investment Management Policy,
adopted in 1989 and periodically amended thereafter.
5. Annual spendable income distributions, as determined by the UNM Foundation, Inc.'s
Investment Committee in accordance with the Regents' Investment Management Policy, shall be
used to support the costs of Theatre and Dance student productions as part of the department's
academic programs. Specific criteria for the use of annual distributions shall be determined by the
Chair of the Department of Theatre and Dance, subject to approval of the Dean of the College of
Fine Arts.
6. If, for unforeseen reasons, the Endowment can no longer be utilized as intended herein, the
President of the University shall notify the Regents of the University of New Mexico and suggest
an appropriate disposition of the Endowment.
Page 1 of2
Date: 3(\ 2. /~b
• Guideline Approval:
Department of Theatre and Dance
by jwi"""'r""""'......'""""'"V4..:<lf Date::I/t$lo/~
Dean OfC~~ege ofFine Arts
by: 6~M&~'>&·~",,-\\~w A\ odAJ'.-
Date: "3/ z,/??r ;
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EXHIBITC
RESOLUTION
of
THE REGENTS
of the
•
02/97355.\
UNIVERSITY OF NE\V MEXICO
Dated March 21, 1996
Relating to the Declaration of its
Official Intent to Reimburse
Itself With the Proceeds of
a Future Borrowing
•
CERTIFICATE AS TO RESOLUTION
I, the duly qualified and acting Secretary of the Regents of the University of New
Mexico, hereby certify that attached hereto is a true and correct copy of a resolution duly
adopted by the Regents of the University of New Mexico at a meeting thereof held on Thursday,
March 21, 1996, notice of which was duly given and at which a quorum was present and acting
throughout.
WITNESS my hand and seal this March 21, 1996.
•
•
[SEAL]
02/97355.\
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
NEW MEXICO
By _"""",L~·· -..:O~.-=5....:..~~~ _
Secretary
•
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
COUNTY OF BERNALILLO
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
)
) 55.
)
•
•
The Regents of the University of New Mexico convened at the regular meeting place of
the Regents at the Roberts Room (Room 230, Scholes Hall) at the University of New Mexico
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Thursday, March 21, 1996, at 1:00 p.m.
There were present:
* Indicates Regents who participated by telephonic conference link.
Those absent:
The members present constituting a quorum, the Regents transacted the following
business:
Regent lru..."'-( u...JtHo..y.L moved that the attached resolution be adopted and
Regen t &",( --rG: frz:r-L4;:2 seconded the motion.
The motion to adopt the attached resolution prevailed upon the following vote:
AYES: ~
NAYS: 0
ABSTENTIONS: I
The attached resolution as adopted is as follows:
02/97355.1
••
•
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
RESOLUTION
A RESOLUTION OF THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW
MEXICO DECLARING ITS OFFICIAL INTENT TO REIMBURSE ITSELF
WITH THE PROCEEDS OF A FUTURE TAXABLE OR TAX-EXEMPT
BORROWING FOR CERTAIN CAPITAL EXPENDITURES TO BE
UNDERTAKEN BY THE REGENTS; IDENTIFYING SAID CAPITAL
EXPENDITURES AND THE FUNDS TO BE USED FOR SUCH PAYMENT;
AND PROVIDING CERTAIN OTHER MATIERS IN CONNECTION
THEREWITH.
WHEREAS, The Regents of the University of New Mexico (the "Regents") is the body
corporate in which is vested the management and control of the University of New Mexico (the
"University") pursuant to Section 21-7-3 NMSA 1978; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Regents of the Regents (the "Board") is the governing body
of the Regents and University; and
WHEREAS, the Board has determined that it is in the best interest of the Regents to
make certain capital expenditures on the projects described in this Resolution; and
WHEREAS, the Board currently intends and reasonably expects to participate in a taxable
or tax-exempt borrowing to finance such capital expenditures, including an amount not to exceed
$38,000,000 for reimbursing the Board for the portion of such capital expenditures incurred or
to be incurred subsequent to the date which is 60 days prior to the date hereof but before such
borrowing, within 18 months of the date of such capital expenditures or the placing in service
of the Project as hereinafter defined, whichever is later (but in no event more than 3 years after
the date of the original expenditure of such moneys); and
WHEREAS, the Board hereby desires to declare its official intent, pursuant to 26 C.F.R.
§1.150-2, to reimburse the Board for such capital expenditures with the proceeds of the Board's
future taxable or tax-exempt borrowing;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO THAT:
Section 1. Declaration of Official Intent. The Board shall, presently intends and
reasonably expects to finance portions of the capital projects described in Exhibit A attached
hereto (collectively, the "Project") with moneys currently contained in its general fund.
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Section 2. Dates of Capital Expenditures. All of the capital expenditure covered by this
• Resolution were made not earlier than 60 days prior to the date of this Resolution.
Section 3. Issuance of Bonds or Notes. The Board presently intends and reasonably
expects to participate in a taxable or tax-exempt borrowing within 18 months of the date of the
expenditure of moneys on the Project or the date upon which the Project is placed in service or
abandoned, whichever is later (but in no event more than 3 years after the date of the original
expenditure of such moneys), and to allocate an amount of not to exceed $38,000,000 of the
proceeds thereof to reimburse the Board for its expenditures in connection with the Project.
Section 4. Resolution Number. This is the first resolution of the Board concerning all
or a portion of the Project described in paragraph 1 hereof adopted on or after July 1, 1993.
Section 5. Confinnation ofPrior Acts. All prior acts and doings of the officials, agents
and employees of the Regents which are in conformity with the purpose and intent of this
Resolution,-and in furtherance of the Project, shall be and the same hereby are in all respects
ratified, approved and confirmed.
•
Section 6. Repeal of Inconsistent Resolutions. All other resolutions of the Board, or
parts of resolutions, inconsistent with this Resolution are hereby repealed to the extend of such
inconsistency.
Section 7. Effective Date of Resolution. This Resolution shall take effect immediately
upon its passage.
ADOPTED AND APPROVED at a regular meeting held this 21st day of March 1996.
•
[SEAL]
Attest:
[.
Secretary
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW l\fEXICO
PROI'OSED COMPONENTS Oil 1996 BOND ISSUE
Total .__ .__. __.__._ ..~ource5 o~A!1nualDebt Payment
---
Slart COlllpletion lo"ulIlJing Needed Term of F:,cility Indirect Co51 Aclivily Ground Capital
Dale Project 1);lle (inchll!~5 i5.~lmnce cosl5) Fimmcing (Yr5) Fee Rcimhur5emenl Income Lease Income I}udgct (L & Pf)
---_.
01/01196 Optoelectronic Materials Center. Additional fUIIlJing 02/97 $4,040,000 30 $282.650
08/96 General Classroom. Addilional funding 08/97 $3.130.000 30 $218.975
06/96 Caneer Research Cenler. Additional funding 08/97 $4.292.500 30 $300.30)
71 fine Arts Center Renovation. Additional funding Done $2.232.100 30 $156.200
07/96 Manufacturing Tech Center. EDA match 06/97 $3.228.000 30 $22UJ.Q
07/96 J01lnson Ccnter Rcnovation 07/97 $4.140.000 30 $289.632
07/96 Old Bookstore Rcnovation 05/97 $2.373.000 30 $166.050
08/96 Continuing Education Bldg Addition 06/97 $3.130.000 30 $218.975 (a)
?7 N. Campus SUbstation/Utilities Network ?? $4.650.000 20 $391.100 (b)
03/96 Research Park Infrastructure ?? $1.221.000 10 S.ll6.64.8.
Anytime Equipment: Telephonc Sys Upgrade (UNMH) Acquisition $1.600.000 5 $364.530 (c)
Anytime Equipmcnt: Telecommunications/fibre Nctwork Acquisition $1.500.000 5 $349.650 (c)
Anytime Equipment: Printing/Pub Equip (4-color press) Acquisition $450.000 10 $58.370 (d)
Anytime Equipment: Priming/Pub Equip (Image Seller) Acquisition $15.0.000 5 $34,975 (d)
TOTALS $J6,136,6oo $674,657 $11011,7112 $1,417,600 $156,648 $156,200
NOTES:
Assumed Interest Rates: 30 year bond interest rate 5.7%; 20 year 5.85%; 10 year 5.0%; an<l 5 year 4.5%
Issuance Costs estimated to be about 1% of total costs
Sources of Activity Income:
(a) Income from course fces charge<l for noncredit courses
(b) Savings on UNMII utility rate ($130,000) an<lmain campus and health science center utility budgets
(c) Partial reallocation of currellltelecommunications budget ror debt service ($1.6 million)
(d) Printing services ree for service income
• • •
••
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EXHIBITD
••
CERTIFICATE
The undersigned hereby certifies that the attached is a true and correct copy of a resolution
adopted by the Board of Regents of the University ofNew Mexico at a regular meeting on March
21, 1996, at which a quorum was present, by a vote of 6 in favor and 0 against.
~~~
Coordinating Assistant
Office of the President
University ofNew Mexico
Date: g /22.-1 q .t,,
RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
AUTHORIZING ENTRY INTO JOINT POWERS AGREEMENT FOR
COLLABORATIVE ARRANGEMENTS BETWEEN
CENTER FOR POPULATION HEALTH AND HEALTH POLICY COMMISSION
Be it resolved by the Board of Regents of the University of New Mexico:
WHEREAS, the University ofNew Mexico (UNM) operates a Center for Population Health
(CPH), as part of the School of Medicine, Health Sciences Center;
WHEREAS, the New Mexico Health Policy Commission (HPC) is designated by statute
(Section 9-7-11.2 NMSA 1978) with responsibility for planning, data collection and analysis,
and evaluation directed at health policy for the State ofNew Mexico;
WHEREAS, HPC wishes to collaborate with CPH to engage in a coordinated research and
educational effort to maximize resources directed toward health policy issues affecting the State;
'. WHEREAS, UNM and HPC are empowered to enter into cooperative agreements between
themselves pursuant to the Joint Powers Agreements Act, Sections 11-1-1 et seq. NMSA 1978;
WHEREAS, HPC wishes to enter into a Joint Powers Agreement with UNM to facilitate
collaboration and coordination between HPC and CPH with respect to cooperative programs in
support of planning and development ofhealth policy for the State; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Regents as governing body of UNM desires to authorize the President
or his designee to enter into such a Joint Powers Agreement;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED:
That the Board of Regents does hereby authorize the President ofUNM, or his designee, to
execute a Joint Powers Agreement substantially in the form attached to this Resolution as Exhibit
A for the purpose of facilitating cooperation and collaboration between HPC and CPH.
Adopted by a vote of 6 in favor, 0 opposed, this 21 st day of March, 1996.
